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Approaching Design
The Arts of Design

Four Orders of Design

Integrated through rhetorical approach and manifested through the design disposition.

first order
communication

Philosophic Variables

words

second order
construction

third order
interaction

fourth order
integration

2d world: data,
words, signs, symbols,
images, information
3d world: things,
objects, artifacts,
architectures

things

4d world: actions,
interactions, services,
processes, experiences

actions

interconnected world:
systems, environments,
cultures, organizations

ideas
Modified version of Richard Buchanan’s Four Orders of Design
Present

Near Future

Far Future

Tangible		 Intangible
Tame		 Wicked
Static		Dynamic
Parts

Relationships

Wholes

Existent		 Emergent
Revisable Solutions		

One Way Forward

Alexander R. Wilcox Cheek

“The Many Cultures”

social sciences

Cheek based on
Nigel Cross, C.P. Snow,
James C. Scott

policy
Shapes organized society
on a high-level and a long-view.
Concern for legibility.

sciences

Inquiry into the human condition
and experience; connecting and integrating
ideas from across disciplines.
Concern for justice.

Understanding and discovering
the present and natural world and its
underlying mechanisms and elements.
Concern for truth.

engineering
and technology

humanities

Envisioning
and shaping
the future.

design
Organizing, inventing, creating,
and shaping the built and artificial world.
Concern for appropriateness.

fine and
applied arts
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Logos / Usable / Firmitas / Purpose

Design Form /
Vitruvian Triad /
Rhetorical Stance
via Richard Buchanan

Pathos / Desirable / Venustas / Audience

Communicative Objects

Ethos / Useful / Utilitas / Context

Dialectic
Unifying Idea

Richard Buchanan
based on Richard McKeon

Rhetoric
Argument

Logic
Structure

Grammar
Expression

Acts of Dramatism /
Service Experience /

Scene / Place / Environment
Physical Locations, Organizations, Context

AEIOUs
Kenneth Burke /
Shelley Evenson /
Bruce Hanington

Purpose / Products / Objects
Goals of Stakeholders
and Organizations

Agency / Performance / Activities
Goal-Directed Activity
of the Participants

Agent / People / Users
Users, Consumers, and Service Providers

Human Interaction

Act / Process / Interactions
Ix Pathways and Choreography

Person to
Cosmos

Richard Buchanan
based on Richard McKeon

Person to
Person

Person to
Environment

Person to
Object
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System

Condition
of harmonious, orderly interactions

Richard Buchanan

Set
of things arranged and
related to form a unity

Group
of units to form a whole
and to operate in unison

Assemblage
of interacting parts or bodies combined
under the influence of related forces

Design Process Mashup
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si
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Al-Yassini, Cheek, Clapper, Selzer,

le

Williams based on Christopher
Alexander via Shelley Evenson

Abstract

Dialectics

Rhetoric

Analytics

Poetics

Concrete

“Design Thinking”
IDEO / Stanford d.School / SAP
“Design thinking” is a re-packaged
version of centuries-long critical
practice that has its roots in

Desirability
Human
(Pathos)
Culture

Aristotle’s Appeals (parenthesis)
and the Vitruvian Triad

Feasibility
Technical
(Logos)
Technology

(previous page). While the term
originates with Herb Simon and
later used by Peter Rowe, it was
popularized by IDEO in the 21st
century.

Viability
Business
(Ethos)
Economy

Innovation
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Phases of Design
Carnegie Mellon School of Design

Abstract

synthesis

Evenson, Forlizzi, Zimmerman,
Hanington; modified by Cheek

In Theory

In Practice

ideation

definition
cycle

realization

validation

exploration

implementation
Time

Definition

Concrete

Exploration

Synthesis and Ideation

Realization to Implementation

Designers explore the various

Requires a suspension of

Informed by research insight,

Designers evaluate their

ideas surrounding the subject

opinion as to what the

designers develop a wide

strongest concepts through

matter in the most objective

“problems” are. Through a

range of concepts that

further participatory design

respond to the context and

activities and validation

designers develop a deeper

stakeholders. Prototyping

methods.

understanding of the

activities should engage the

ways possible and listening to

variety of research methods,

as many stakeholders as they
can. Visualization techniques
help to map out the problem

space at hand. Methods

same or similar research

Good design remains engaged

space. Definitions can be fluid

may include contextual

subjects from prior phases.

beyond implementation,

or concrete, depending on the

inquiry, directed storytelling,

Designers often times work

cycling back, iterating, and

complexity of the space.

blueprinting, shadowing,

one-on-one with participants

re-designing as contexts

surveys, diaries, touchpoint

and co-design with them.

change and evolve.

tours, environmental
descriptions, stakeholder

“The Designer’s Leap”

maps, identification of core

This space is sometimes

competencies. Designers may

referred to as “the designer’s

also develop an understanding

leap,” the moment when

of the technologies, materials,

one shifts their weight from

and other ideas out there

current state to future

(competitive analysis).

possibility.

And remember…

It’s Always More
Complicated
Than It Appears.

